MONTHS AFTER DIAGNOSIS

SURVIVAL BY MITOTIC COUNT

LOW, N=35

HIGH, N=164

LOG RANK TEST, p = 0.008

MONTHS AFTER DIAGNOSIS

SURVIVAL BY Ki-67 EXPRESSION

LOW, N=49

HIGH, N=138

LOG RANK TEST, p < 0.0001

MONTHS AFTER DIAGNOSIS

SURVIVAL BY PHH3 EXPRESSION

HIGH, N=55

LOW, N=56

LOG RANK TEST, p = 0.735

MONTHS AFTER DIAGNOSIS

SURVIVAL BY MCM4 EXPRESSION

HIGH, N=48

LOW, N=48

LOG RANK TEST, p = 0.831

MONTHS AFTER DIAGNOSIS

SURVIVAL BY MITOSIN EXPRESSION

LOW, N=45

HIGH, N=58

LOG RANK TEST, p = 0.886